Arcoro and
Acumatica Integration

Scale to any company size for
streamlined labor tracking plus
actionable reporting and
simpler compliance

Integrate Acumatica Construction Edition Accounting Software with ExakTime,
an Acroco Company

The integration between Acumatica Construction
Edition and ExakTime—an Arcoro company—allows you
to streamline data between industry leading
cloud-based modules:
• Acumatica — Accounting Software
• ExakTime— Time and Attendance
With this connection, automated workflows are created
to promote new efficiencies in the security,
management and sharing of high-compliance data
from system-to-system; creating a looping flow of
real-time feedback.
Time data from the ExakTime Time and Attendance
module transfers into Acumatica’s Accounting system of
record. After required fields are automatically filled in,
Acumatica will export the updates including employee,
location and cost code back into ExakTime, and/or any
other external automated tools you are integrated with.

Key Benefits
SAVE TIME, MONEY, AND STRESS
• Eliminate the need for duplicate
data entry and duplicate employee
data management across systems.
FOCUS ON THE PROJECT, NOT THE
PAPERWORK
• Organize and automate the
paperwork needed to find new
employees and start them on the job.
TRANSFER DATA SECURELY AND
AUTOMATICALLY
• Import and export high-compliance
data securely between the systems.
GET THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS
WITH CONNECTED CLOUD
• Set up and update your system
easily with modern cloud
connectivity.
• Brought to you by Arcoro and
Acumatica—leaders in construction
cloud technology.

Arcoro and Acumatica Integration
Here’s a breakdown of the data flows between ExakTime and Acumatica Construction Edition.
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*Or integrated with external, or
third-party tools sharing a
dedicated Acumatica Integration

Together, Acumatica and ExakTime enable your construction firm to streamline time-intensive
processes, so you can drive your business and build your future.

ABOUT ARCORO
Arcoro combines proven human capital management (HCM) software solutions designed to help high
compliance and high consequence companies improve efficiencies, limit risk and build
high-performing teams. With over 10,000 customers and 300,000 daily users in more than 20
countries around the world, Arcoro provides easy-to-use, cloud-based HCM software and services that
are designed to give organizations the competitive edge needed to scale and grow effectively and
efficiently. ExakTime is part of the Arcoro HCM platform.

ABOUT ACUMATICA
Acumatica is the world’s fastest growing provider of cloud ERP, with the industry’s highest customer
satisfaction rating trusted by companies across diverse industries. Acumatica is easy-to-use,
full-featured and mobile software. With unlimited users, everyone can have a real-time view of your
business anytime, anywhere.

Contact us today to get started: 888-228-8300 | acumatica.com

